Mohamed Abdelraheem <mohmedht@vt.edu>  
To: tahetan@iit.edu, tanimtaher@gmail.com

Thu, Oct 1, 2015 at 7:05 PM

Dear Dr. Tanim,

I am a PhD student at ECE department in Virginia tech. I request a copyright permission to use Figure 10 from your paper entitled "Global Spectrum Observatory Network Setup and Initial Findings" in my thesis.

You cooperation is much appreciated.

-Mohamed

--
Mohamed Abdelraheem  
Instructor  
Ph.D. Candidate  
Bradley Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University  
540-354-9168

Tanim Taher <tanimtaher@gmail.com>  
To: Mohamed Abdelraheem <mohmedht@vt.edu>

Fri, Oct 2, 2015 at 10:36 AM

Hello Mohamed,

You have my permission to re-use the Figure 10 from that paper in your thesis, with the condition that you properly reference the paper, and the research done at IIT and Turku university.

For your use, I have attached a higher resolution version of that image.

Good luck on your PhD!

Regards,

--
Tanim M Taher, PhD  
Electrical Engineer,  
National Instruments,  
Austin, Texas  
Phone # 773 383 9185  
e-mail: tanimtaher@gmail.com  
web-site: http://www.ece.iit.edu/~taher
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